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Press information 

Increasing the load: Locar 
expands its fleet and its load 
capacity with a new Liebherr 
LTM 1750-9.1  
⸺ 
– LTM 1750-9.1 – high lifting capacities for heavy load operations 
– Easy set-up and great mobility 
– Long-term partnership simplifies business administration  

Locar has just acquired a new Liebherr all-terrain crane to increase its lifting capacity even more. 
The Brazilian crane company took delivery of the new 800 tonne mobile crane, LTM 1750-9.1, in 
September 2022. Wind power generation industry and the warming up of industries such as 
mining and oil & gas has motivated the purchase of the 9-axle crane. 

Ehingen (Donau) (Germany), 7 November, 2022 – Locar’s acquisition strategy for the new LTM 1750-9.1 
is directly related to projects that requires great lifting capacities and operational efficiency. This is 
because, even though the huge lifting capacity of 800 tonnes, the LTM 1750-9.1 allows quick and easy 
set-up and low operational expenses.   

The Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1 is versatile and it can cover a wide range of jobs in industry, infrastructure 
and the energy sector. “Despite the current political situation, we strongly believe in the country's growth 
and so we are investing in the renewal and increase of the fleet”, says Amilcar Spinetti Filho Innovation 
and fleet management director of Locar. “We have chosen Liebherr because our long-time partnership. 
Our fleet of high capacities all-terrain models is almost completely standardized with Liebherr cranes. 
The administration of a single partner, in this way, greatly facilitates our management, in terms of 
operation, knowledge of equipment and after-sales service", adds Spinetti. 

The 9-axle mobile crane was developed to ensure short set-up times and great mobility. The mobile 
crane can carry its complete telescopic boom when driving on public roads. Its Y-telescopic boom guying 
enables the crane to achieve enormous lifting capacities. Comfort and safety, as well as the extensive 
load charts for various wind speeds, are also part of the concept of Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1.   

About Locar 

Locar Guindastes e Transportes Intermodais S.A. is one of Latin America’s largest companies 
specializing in crane rental, heavy haulage and lifting platforms. Founded in 1988, Locar focussed on the 
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heavy transport segment and later acquired mobile cranes. Since 2007, the company has invested in 
new segments of operation, always thinking about the intermodality of services and serving all kinds of 
customers, on several operation fronts. The company has more than 1,400 employees and 
2,600 equipment. Recently, Locar has been studying and performing various digital transformations, 
investment in team formation and development of leaders. 

About Liebherr-Werk Ehingen GmbH 

Liebherr-Werk Ehingen GmbH is a leading manufacturer of mobile and crawler cranes. Its range of mobile cranes extends from 
2-axle 35 tonne cranes to heavy duty cranes with a lifting capacity of 1200 tonnes and a 9-axle chassis. Its lattice boom cranes 
on mobile or crawler crane chassis deliver lifting capacities of up to 3000 tonnes. With universal boom systems and extensive 
additional equipment, they can be seen in action on construction sites throughout the world. The Ehingen site has a workforce 
of 3,800. Extensive, global service guarantees the high availability of Liebherr mobile and crawler cranes. In 2021, the Liebherr 
plant in Ehingen recorded a turnover of 2.33 billion euros.  

About the Liebherr Group  

The Liebherr Group is a family-run technology company with a highly diversified product portfolio. The company is one of the 
largest construction equipment manufacturers in the world. It also provides high-quality and user-oriented products and services 
in a wide range of other areas. The Liebherr Group includes over 140 companies across all continents. In 2021, it employed 
more than 49,000 staff and achieved combined revenues of over 11.6 billion euros. Liebherr was founded in Kirchdorf an der 
Iller in Southern Germany in 1949. Since then, the employees have been pursuing the goal of achieving continuous 
technological innovation, and bringing industry-leading solutions to its customers. 
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liebherr-ltm-1750-9-1-locar-handover-2022.jpg 
Locar takes-over Liebherr LTM 1750-9.1: (from left to right) Rene Porto (Liebherr Brasil), Amilcar Spinetti (Locar), Marina 
Simões. 
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Contact 

Wolfgang Beringer 
Marketing and Communication 
Phone: +49 7391 / 502 - 3663 
Email: wolfgang.beringer@liebherr.com 
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Ehingen (Donau) / Deutschland 
www.liebherr.com 
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